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Abstract 
Nonl~near oscillators occupy a vital place in studies related to the dynamical response of en 
gineenng systems essenttally slnce material and/or geometric nonlmeartt~es are frequently en- 
countered in practice Whlle h is necessary t o  su~tably lnclude these nonlincoritics in the 
equatmns o f  rnotlon a IS equally imporrant to understand the consequences of nonlinear terms 
on the response characteristics o f  the systems It is here that investigations on  the dynam 
ICS of nonlinear oscillators under harmonic excrtations assume importance Thus IS now 
known that the response of these asullators need not necessarily be penodic and depending 
on the system parameters b~furcations o f  different types may lead to such complicated re- 
sponse as quasi p e r i o d ~ c i ~  and chaos It IS also known that d a system behaves chaotrcally 
the corresponding triajectmes look random and depend sensnmly on the ln~t ia l  cond~tions 
Unfortunately non availability of -a solutions often compels the investigator to fall back 
on appmimate analytical procedures or numer~cal schemes to get a kl for the response time 
histor~es Analytical methods wherever poss~ble and numerical produras whenever necessary 
have been adopted in t hu  thesis 
Chapter 1 presents a brief revlew o f  the available literature on how to enumerate distinguish 
and charactense difbrent response scenarios in nonlinear oscillators Available analytical tech 
niques are bnefly outlined and scarcity o f  such analytical approaches for nonlinear oscillators is 
brought about Limitat~ons of the available numenal schemes for integratmg the equations o f  
motion are pointed out and consequently a necessity to develop robust algorithms to accurately 
determine the response trajectories especially in the chaotic regime is ernphasised Further 
varnus available t t d m ~ q u s  for charactertsing per~odic and chaotic orbits are dcscnbed To 
make a case for the importance of such invcatlgatlons from an engineering point of view a bnef 
review o f  available literature on various engneenng systems exh~biting chaos IS also presented 
In Chapter 2 a problem of profound engineering importance namely the m plane rocking 
of a rigid block is considered Melnikov funchons cla~rical and the ones due to Wiggins 
for homoclinic ~ntersectmns are investigated In detail Analytical expressions for symmrtnc 
o n b p e r ~ o d ~  orbits are denvcd using the pnnc~ples of avetagng a d  the corresponding stab~lrty 
boundary is obtalned in the parameter space Based on an energy criterion a boundary in the 
parameter space is arrived at beyond which toppling of the block would be Imminent Further 
a computable expnosMn for the highest Liapunov characteristic exponent is derived by suitably 
averaging out the d~scont~nuities of the vector field at impacts 
In Chapter 9 novel analyt~cal techn~ques for constructing the separatrices and per~od~c orbits 
of a class of autonomous second order oscillators an developed It is shown that a power series 
approach can be used for obtaining the separatrices which in turn delineate the basins of 
at t ract~n of two or more stable attractors in the phase space The method is illustrated by 
ip a pplications to the unforced Duff ing Holmes and backlash oscillators Analytical caluhons 
are also developed to obtain vanous types of periodic orb~ts of harmonically excited Duff~ng 
Holmes and Ueda s oscillators The stability boundaries of these orbits in the parameter space 
a n  constructed following Fbquet s stability analysis 
A new point to-pomnt mapping approach based on phase space Imearisatmon (PSL) of the vector 
field has been proposed in Chapter 4 In this method increments of the dependent nnables 
over an interval of tlme are calculated by solving for the roots of a transcendental equatlon 
The method has betn found to be more accurate than the usual RunpKutta routines The 
performance of the proposed method has been tested against penodic solutions of three 0s- 
cillators namely Ueda s oscillator Duffing Holmes oscillator and Van der Pol s oscillator It 
has been shown that this method can be elegantly applied to construct the separattrces of 
nonlinear oscillators The solutions are verified wkh respect to the power series oolutions de- 
veloped in chapter 3 Moreover the e~genvalucs of the equivalent linear quations parnit the 
aonstruehon of a class of unstable and stable periodic orb~b with very little numerical effort 
Chapter 5 r devoted to further explorat~on of the PSL technique developed in chapter 4 
To start with k IS shown that the method r not only apphcable for obtaining onapcriodr 
orbits but can be made use of for obtaining every concuvable orbh including subharmonlc 
or period-doubled orbits quast-periodic orbits and even c h a o t ~  orbmts Thlr K numerically 
illustrated by constructing various such orbits of Ueda s Duffing Holmes and Van &r Pol s 
oscillators Next the separatrix that separates the basins of attramon of the stable llmt cycles 
of Dufflng Holmcr oscillator is constructed using the PSL procedure A poss~bility of predicting 
the chaotic diffusion of trajectories based on a heuristic argument of a near tangency of stable 
and unstable Iim+ cycles of Duff ing Holmes oscillator is also discussed Finally the PSL scheme 
is made use of to compute vanous character~strc quant~ties uch as Fourier spectra Liapunov 
chancter~st~c exponents and probab~l~ty denslty functions Many new results are presented to 
establish the versatallty of the PSL method 
In Chapter 6 a method of stochastically character~slng periodic and chaotic trajectories IS 
developed The method draws upon the tshmatmn of variance of an ensemble of trajectones 
wlth lnfin~tesimally close initial conditions Two new closure principles have been proposed 
and crrt~cally assessed in order to analytically compute the variances It has additionally been 
demonstrated that a time-averaged variance converges to a limit whlch can be made use of 
as a chancterist~ stat~stical numbers for purposes of measunng levels of chaos 
The thesis ends In Chapter 7 with a summary a set of conclusions and a few suggestions for 
further research 
